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Page 10
The growing trend of using cell
phones in place of land-based
phone lines gets an in-depth look in
the College Life section.
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AD MINI STRATORS ADD TEACHING TIME TO NORMAL BUSINESS ROUTINES
by Erin Richards
After tending to administrative
affairs alJ day in Lexington Tues-

day. University P-resident F. King
Alexander looked fOtWnrd ton
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Wilson said. "But the cl~
can host very Oifferent interactions.
Students aren' t there with a probleni. question or coneern. 'Illey are
there for the class, and you build
solid relationships with these silldents."
Study Abroad Coordinator
Melanie McCallon said the humanIties class she
agreed to teach this
semester. in addition to a leadership
development seminar she teaches
every year1 also
brings her closer to
students.
"In humanities,
the studentS see me
as the person that

Program offers incentive for higher education
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant New.s Edttor
Students studying for their doctoral
degrees at Murray State and Eastern Kentucky universities may receive government
funds to pursue higher education, University officials announced at a press conference
Thursday.
According to a press release issued by the
Murray State News Bureau, the U.S.
Department of Education awarded the University $900,000 to begin a Ronald E.
McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement

Program. The program was named after
Ronald McNair, the late Challenger astronaut. and was established in 1986.
John Mateja. director of the Undergraduare Research and Scholarly Activity Office,
said the two grants this year at Murray State
and Eastern Kentucky universities are the
first McNair grants for any higher education
institutions in Kentucky.
"(The) program is designed to encourage.
prepare and support students for doctoral
study who come from low-income, first·
generation college families and from other
groups that are under represented in gradu-

nte education," Mateja said.
The URSA office will administer the
McNair program at the University.
"We will take our McNair Scholars on
trips to graduate schools to help them identify an appropriate graduate program, and
we will assist them in obtaining financial
support while they are in graduate school.''
he said.
According to the press release. Murray
State is conunhting the entire budget associated with the award, $55,000, to support the
McNair scholars and providing an additional $80,000 in scholarship and financial aid,

Undergraduate enrollment rises despite
lower graduate, international numbers
(~ensliS ~~igttrcs i11
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8,250

Graduate
Enrollment

International
Student Enrollment
(IIICiuded n lhe U!ldergraduate and graduate count)

• All f.gures for 2003 are as of Sepl 12, 2003 Enrollment numbers for 2003
ara subJ8CI to
and none are official unttl the end of October.

which will bring the program total to over
$1 million.
'The McNair program will be looking for
academically talented students. To be a
McNair Scholar, a student must have and
maintain a 3.0 GPA," Mateja said.
He said any student who meets the
McNair program eligibility requirements
would be foolish not to take advantage of
this program.
Mateja said Murray State helps students
achieve their full potential. not just their college diploma.
'1'hat's why the University started the

Undergraduate Research and Scholarly
Activity Office in 2001, and that's why it
promotes the involvement of students in faculty mentored scholarly projects." Mateja
said. "It's also the reason why we went after
funding from the department of education
for a McNair program on our campus."
Mateja said the McNair program is for
students pursuing a doctoral degree in any
discipline.

For more information on the McNair program, visit http://campus.mu"aystate.edu/
sen•iceslursalmcnair!.
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University settles long-standing complaint
by Melissa Kllcoyne

Assistant News Editor

Ne-w.s Editor

Tentative numbers from Assistant Vice
President of Enrollment Management Jim
Vaughan show the enrollment at Murray State
has increased approximately 1 percent since
last fall.
University President F. King Alexander
said Murray State started 400 fewer students
this semester because of difficulties in attaining international student visas and soldiers
called to active duty attending the Port Campbell extended campus.
"If everything had held constant, (enrollment) would have been up 4 to 5 percent.''
Alexander said.
Jim Vaughan, assistant vice president for
Enrollment Management, said international
student enrollment is down by approximately
120 students, and domestic graduate student
enrollment has decreased by about 60 students.
In addition to increased freshmen enrollment, there are 9 percent more students from
out of state attending the University.
Vaughan said international student enrollment is down approximately 6 percent.
Michael Basile, director of the Institute for
International Studies, said not all embassies
and consulates require students to interview,
for a visa. Many visas are granted based on
performance. but now students from all countries are required to have an interview and
often a background check.
"Also. there is a lot less interest expressed
by international students toward studying in
the United States," Basile said.
Official enrollment numbers will not be
available until the end of October.

The University agreed to improve certain facilities around campus in order to resolve a complaint that they did not meet standards required by
the Americans With Disabilities Act.
Jeanne Gallimore, director of the Center for
Assisted Living, said she filed a complaint with
the Office for Civil Rights about four years ago
because several University buildings did not meet
requirements set forth in 1990 by the ADA. University officials did not admit liability.
"We had tried working with Murray State and
letting them know there were areas of concern
with the (Regional Special Events Center)." she
said. 'There were a lot of requirements that should
have been complied with in a new facility."
Vice President of Institutional Advancement,
Jim Carter. confirmed the complaint was settled
within the last few weeks and said he would
release further details at a Iuter date.
Gallimore protested RSEC lacked suitable
parking. proper equipment to aid the hearing
impaired and an elevated seating arrangement for
the disabled.
"All the seating. you have to step up to be able
to access a seat. so if I go with my family. they are
going to be elevated. and I'm going to be down on
the floor," she said. ''You have to make sure that
(people with disabilities) have a correct line of
sight, where if I'm sitting and ~omeone stands up
I can still see...
The Office for Civil Rights mediated between
the University and the Center for Assisted Living,
Gallimore said. Four weeks ago. the office
informed Gallimore of the University' s decision
to make modifications.
According to a press release from the Center for
Assisted Living. the University agreed to provide

handicap-accessible seating and adjustable railings in the RSEC. Murray State also will modify
seating at the Kentucky Exposition Center and
Roy Stewart Stadium.
In her complaint, Gallimore also mentioned
accessibility problems with the Curris Center. She
said the elevator was too small to accommodate
certain wheelchairs.
In order to make the Curris Center more accessible, the University agreed to install mechanical
doors. a public"'phone for the hearing impaired and
second-floor restroom improvements, according
to the press release.
Gallimore said one role of the Center for Assisted Living is to ensure students with disabilities are
cared for appropriately.
''If you file a complaint with the Office for Civil
Rights. whar they can do is if an institution does
not comply with standards, they can withhold federal funding, so that's why I filed with the Office
for Civil Rights.'' she said. "It's federal law. It's
not an option for entities to comply &- not comply."
Before Gallimore filed a complaint against the
University, she said she attempted to work out the
problems with Murray State.
"We wanted to sit down with Murray State. and
they did not want to meet with us," Gallimore
said. ''We brought in a mediator and looked
around buildings and try and get requirements
incorporated."
To comply with the Americans With Disabilities Act. Gallimore said all new facilities built on
campuses must make accommodations for people
with disabilities.
"Murray State has done some things to become
in compliance," Gallimore said. "I have a disability myself, and I am a graduate of Murray State, so
I was on-campus myself and know about getting
around."

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
A8sJstant News EdJaor: Vanessa Childer.i
Pho n e: 762-4468
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Thursday, Sept. 11

Student body elects
two freshmen senators
Elections for Student Government Association freshmen senators were held Tuesday.
leeAnna Green from Mayfield
and Jessie Pirtle from Dukedom,
Tenn., were elected.
Green received 52 votes, and
Pirtle received 43.
One hundred forty-three students voted.
laura Weiter!The News

RCA hosts outdoor film,
'Meet the Parents'

Casey Melton, junior from Louisville, and Jessie J enkins, senior
from Paris, Tenn., mold clay vessels in the ceramics studio.

The Residential College Association will host its first outdoor
movie tonight at 10:30, or after the
Mr. MSU pageant ends, at
Cutchin Field.
The RCA encourages people to
bring lawn chairs, blankets and
friends to watch "Meet the Par·
ents."

Foundation to award
graduate fellowships

The Mr. MSU pageant is scheduled for tonight at 7 in Lovett
Auditorium.
Admission is $6.
The pageant is sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi.
For more information, phone
the AOPi suite at 759-1657.

'Unpack Your Suitcase'
features weekend events
Several events are scheduled for
the weekend as a part of the
"Unpack Your Suitcase" cam-

paign.
Events include: University and
community sporting activities,
Cinema International and the televised Women's World Cup soccer
game.
Check the University calendar
of events for specific times and
places for respective activities.
For more information, phone
Stacy Thomas at 762-6953.

The National Science Foundation will award approximately
900 new graduate research fellowships, including awards
offered for women in engineering
and computer and information
science.
Fellowships are awarded for
graduate study leading to
research-based master's or doctoral degrees in the fields of science, mathematics and engineering supported by the Nation al
Science Foundation. Applicants
must be citizens, nationals or permanent resident aliens of the
United States at the time of application.
Application deadlines vary
depending on the proposed field
of study.
Awards will be announced in

March2004.
For more information, phone
the National Science Foundation
Graduate Research Fellowship
Program at (866) 353-0905.

Honor society members
to meet Tuesday night
Gamma Beta Phi officers will
meet at 5 p.m. Tuesday on the
third floor of the Curris Center.
A meeting for members of

Gamma Beta Phi, a general honor
society, will be at 6 and 9 p.m.
Thursday on the third floor of the
Curtis Center.
For more information, phone
Amanda Stone at 762·3846.

nckets for Fuel concert
on sale In SGA office
Tickets for the Oct. 13 Fuel concert are on sale in the Student
Government Association office on
the first floor of the Curris Center.
Students can buy tickets from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
For more information, phone
Nick Rexing at 762·6951.

Association to host fall
conference In Draffenville
The Western Kentucky Press
Association will host its fall con·
vention from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
next Friday at the Holiday Inn
Express in Draffenville.
Registration is $20 per person.
For more information, phone
Ann Landini at 762-4479.

Campus Briefly is complied by
Vanessa Childers, assistant news editor. If you would like to submit information for a brief, plume 762-4468.
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• Soup & fresh
salad bar
• Hand-dipped
ice cream

2 locations to serve you better!
406 N. 12th St. 1004 Paris Rd.
Murray

Mayfield, KY 42066

7S9-2348

247-8188
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Friday, Sept. 12
10:37 a.m . A caUer advised she
lost her purse. The purse was
found at 10:45 a.m.
1:57 p.m. A caller advised subjects were stuck on the west elevator in the Blackburn Scien ce
Building. Facilities Management
was notified.
9:14 p .m . The Murray Police
Department requested an officer
check on a bicyclist wh o injured
his shoulder. Emergency Medical Services responded.

Saturday, Sept. 13
4:21 a.m. A caller reported subjects in the Residen tial College
Circle drinking alcohol in a pickup truck. Subjects were gone
upon officer arrival.
8:25a.m. A caller advised his car
was hit in the parking lot behind
Hart College. An officer provided the owner with a civilian accident report.

subject throwing objects at a sign
behind the Boy Scout Museum.
An officer advised the subject
was throwing a flying disc.

Sunday, Sept. 14
2:13 a.m. A caller reported the
interior Ught from a pizza-delivery vehicle was stolen. A report
was taken.
8:32 a.m. A caller from Richmond College reported a ceiling
was leaking, and panels were
starting to collapse. Central Plant
was advised.
1:59 p.m. A caller advised the air
was let out of his vehicle's tires,
and peanut butter was spread on
the vehicle. The owner did not
choose to file a report.
5:15 p.m. A caller requested
Emergency Medical Services for
a student who caught her finger
in a door at White College. EMS
transported the student to the
Murray·Calloway County Hospital
11:37 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
reported a loud banging sound
near Hester College. A University Police officer advised the
noise came from a student working on his truck.

Monday, Sept. 15
8:04 a.m. A caller reported a
male subject having a seizure in
the Curris Center. The subject
was transported my Emergency
Medical Services to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
1:01 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported a theft. A
report was taken.
8:47p.m . A caller advised a subject was driving recklessly near
College Courts. Subject was gone
upon officer arrival.

a .m. A caIIer rep0 r ted a
10:20
.
subject putting fliers on vehicles ,
in the College Courts parking Tuesday, Sept. 16
lot The subject was advised that 8:13 a.m . A caller reported a
since he did not have permission vehicular accident in the Facilifrom the University, he could ties Management parking lot. No
not place flyers on vehicles.
one was injured. A report was
11:51 p.m. A Racer Patrol unit taken.
requested an officer investigate a 1~:26 a.m. Officers attempted to

1 008 Chestnut St.

1 008 Che stnut St.
For Showtimes. Call:
153-3314
www.hollvwood.com
SHOW Y•Msu LD. ON MON. · THURS.
lilT IN FOR THE CHILD'SPRICl
MUST HAVE MSU 10 FOR DISCOUNT

..Hoi/

.\ ISl ' II>

12:09 a.m . A Racer Patrol unit
reported suspicious activity in
Ordway Hall. A fraternity
advised it was conducting Rush
and had permission to be in the
building.
11:17 a.m. A subject reported the
possible theft of books from the
University Bookstore. A reP9rt
was taken.
1:54 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College advised a vehicle was
parked illegally in the residence
director's driveway. Two parking citations were issued.
5:50 p.m. A student turned in a
checkbook to Public Safety. The
checkbook was placed in the lost
and found.
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•Police Beat

In the Sept. 12 publication,
Andre Phillips was incorrectly
referred to as Andre Phillip. Also,
Phillips is 8 years old, not 6.

Annual Mr. MSU pageant
tonight In auditorium

The Murray State News

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES '
2 HI N I \.I"- I em ... 4 .00
!\IO N.

IIIUH"- .

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CAll 753 •8084

ood C o mes To Murra

serve a student at Franklin College a court summons for fraudulent credit card use.
9:22 p.m. A caller reported his
bicycle was stolen from the bicycle rack in front of Hart College.
A report was taken.
10:38 p.m. A Franklin College
resident advised his roommate
was having a seizure. Emergency Medical Services was
advised, but the subject refused
treatment.

Wednesday, Sept. 17
10:44 a.m. An officer pulled over
a vehicle in the Pizza Hut parking lot to serve the owner with a
court summons for theft.
2:17 p.m. An employee at
Winslow Dining Hall activated
the panic button at her cash register for a student who seemed
ill. Emergency Medical Services
was notified, but the subject
refused transport.
2:33p.m. A caller from Hart Col·
lege reported an altercation
between a boyfriend and girlfriend. A report was taken.
4:22 p.m. University Police followed up on the dispute in Hart
College at 2:33 p.m. after one of
the subjects called Public Safety
requesting to speak to an officer.
A ban letter from the Housing
Office was served to one of the
subjects.
8 p.m. A Racer Patrol unit
advised a vehicle in the stadium
parking lot had a broken window. An officer advised the window was damaged the previous
week. No report wa taken
Racer Escorts: 11
Motorist Assists: 3

Police Bellf is compiled by Vanessa
Childers, assistant news editor, with
materials prouided by Public Safety.
All dispatcl1ed calls are not listed.
To report information to Public
Safety, phone 762-2222.
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All Rerviccs free of charge.
Pregaancy Test
r;J Information About ALL Choices
!;21Caring and Confidential Help
/
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1506 Chestnut Street (across from the I&T Building)
www.LHouse.org email - lifeboose@murray-ky.net

UFEHOUSE
care Ccncrr
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ARE YOU NEITil

Have you or someone you know been subpoenaed by the
Recording Industry Association of America ? Even if you
haven't, don't be misled into a fa lse sense of security thi,nking
it won't happen to you, or you can resolve it yourself (unless
you know copyright laws and you are an excellent negotiator).
THIS IS HEAVY STUFF! My company provides low-cost legal
help to anyone who needs it. For about the price of a CD per
month , you and you r family can have phone calls & legal services performed by some of North America's top law firms.
- - • For details, phone Dan at (731) 644-0108 • Paris, TN - - •
e-mail: c!Auerl@bel.lsouth.ntt- An lnclepmcltnl assoclalt ol Pre-Paid Ltp1 Servlca.

• Dine In - Carrv Out - Drivelllru
• Catering Available
•10% MSU Studem, Facunv
&stan Dlscoum
806 Chestnut St. - Murrav

161-0054
A good education. It's the answer

to a lot oflife's toughest questions.

Fir!it Bapti&t Church
%03 s. 46 S&. ftlma)', IX • ltytl Swil, M!IMtu t f r n tl!lllllymUy
Sundays: 8:30a.m................................ .Contemporary Worship
9:45 a_m.
•.•. . ... .......................... .............
.Bible Study
10:55 a.m .•. ~......_ ............. _ ._..TraditionaVBiended Worship
6 p.m. ................................. . .. .............- Traditional Wonhip
8 p.m.................................. Contemporary Worship (Tht Ntt)
Wednesdays 5:30p.m. .......... ..... . ...... ....... Fellowship Prayer
6:35p.m. .. ................ ...........................
Prayer Meeting
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'HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
ADVERTISE YOUR CHURCH HERE.

ONLY $4.05/ WEEK!
CONTACT AREIA HATHCOCK,

762-4478

BB&if

You can tell we want your business.
500 Main St.
602 S. 12th St.
1104 Chestnut St.
802 N. 12th St.
405 Main St. in Hazel, KY

Mon... . Fri.

9

a.m. - 6 p.m.

Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
In front of
Wal- Mart

t3MSU
~ --~-·.-.. . -on-·· · t_h_
~ Unlimited 'Pan

§ $2495
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File-sharing prompts lawsuits Buffington resigns;
by Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
Sara Plummer. sophomore
from McHenry, thinks twice
about downloading music from
popular sites like Kazaa and
iMesh.
Last week, the Recording
Industry Artists of America sued
261 people for sharing thousands
of songs over the Internet.
"l don' t (download) very
much anymore," she said. ''It's
scary. It makes me a little wary."
Darrick Holloman, freshman
from Marion, said he stopped
downloading music because of
the lawsuits.
''Until all this came out, I didn't
even know it was illegal," Holloman said. "I knew that whole
Napster thing went down, but 1
had no idea it was illegal."
University official~. however.
are aware of the illegality of the
situation and are prepared to stop
students who use file-sharing

programs.
Janice Thomasson, chief information officer, said students who
use the network to illegally
download music can be identi·
fied by their ResNet location.
"From the information given
by tbe RIAA, tbe University can
determine exactly who was
involved, and the University
must advise the student to cease
such activity immediately," she
said. "Last spring, we were
informed of a number of students
involved in illegal fi le-sharing.
We discontinued their network
access until each one complied
with some remediation procedures."
Some students, however, are
divided over whether they think
legal action will deter others
from downloading music.
Holloman said he thinks the
lawsuits will deter others from
using illegal file-sharing sites.
"It's kind of an eye-opener,"
he said. "Parents are really going

to crack down on their kids now.
They're going to want to know
what they're doing (online) at all
times."
Others, like Ashley W illiams,
sophomore from Memphis,
Tenn., doubt the lawsuits will
make much of an impact and
think file-shari ng actions are jus·
tifiable.
"It's wrong, 1 know, but I stiU
do it," she said . "Artists are stiU
going to get royalties from God
knows what e lse."
ThomassOJ! offered another
reason to rethink using peer-topeer networks.
"Most students are unaware
that they may be installing spyware and stealth technology,"
she said.
Spyware is e ncry pted into
many programs like Kazaa and
acts as a hacking program,
according
to
www.simplythebest.net. When the program is installed. a spyware virus
comes with it, making changes to

Web browsers and all content
readable on the Internet.
"If (students) knew what was
happening under the hood of
their PCs in some cases, they
would not agree to the download," Thomasson said. adding
that downloading music also
impacts the performance of the
network.
"It ca n dramatically slow
down network traffic, making it
difficult to conduct academically
related network activity," she
said.
While other sites offering free
music may materialize, Holloman said he would not mind get·
ting music through one of the
pay sites now available . •
" Personally, I don't have a
problem with (paying),'' he said.
"I lilce the new idea of paying 99
cents to get to download a song ."

The Associated Press contributed to this story.

investigation endures
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer
After weeks of investigation by the
University concerning allegations of
improper animal care and managerial
problems. former Horse Barn Manager
Matt Buffington resigned from his posi•tion Sept. ll.
·
"Buffington is not employed here
anymore," University President F. King
Alexander said. "It was a mutual agreement, but I cannot release further details
because it's a personnel issue.''
The four students who initiated the
investigation after bringing forth concerns about stable management policies
now have their horses back in the student barn, Alexander confumed.
Alexander said the investigation committee is still tracking issues that may
involve funding discrepancies. Nothing
has been proven or disproven, Alexander said.

"We're stilJ looking into allegations
that are troubling,'' Alexander said.
Joyce Gordon, associate vice presiden t of Human Resources, said that the
investigation was still ongoing, and that
it was not something that any of them
could fully discuss until it is completed.
Meanwhile. Alexander said the
Equine Center will be more closely
monitored.
"We are looking at anything we can
do at the Equine Center to make sure it
is better-directed, that i~sues are corrected, that we keep better records and that
we have better managerial systems."
· Alexander also said there will be a
comprehensive search for a new bam
manager. Jim Rudolph. dean of the
school of Agriculture, said it would be
difficult to find someone who could not
only manage the barn. but also teach
classes.
Buffington could not be reached for
comment.

Space Reservation, Monday at 5 p.m.
Copy Deadline, Tuesday at Noon.
762-4478
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An outdoor movie, tonight at 10:30,

Cutchin Field, facing the Curris Center.

ADMISSION IS FREE
Bring your own blankets, chairs, etc.

13 m iles south of Mur ray on Hwy. 121
near Paris Landing • 731-232-8323

IL: ____________
1006 Chestnut St. • Murray
;.JI
• PASTA • CALZONES
We now have a pool table,
darts, watben, & Goltkn Tte.

• OPEN SIX DAYSAWEfK •
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AlPha Delta Pi
have the Honor of
Presenting to you
Our Newest Sisters:
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216 N. 15111 Street • Murray, KY • 753-1551 or 753-1520
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305-C S. 12th St.
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Joanie Balbach
Jessica Bugg
Ashley Crider
Katie Ernst
Caitlyn Ikenberry
Alii Mize
Mindy Moore
Sarah Ellegood

Andrea Nail
Kara Riker
Kristen Schaefer
Laura Signorine ·:.
Ashley Spink :
Susan West
Crystal Willet
.
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Columnist interviews
faux-news journalist
This week, we break from our
usual coverage of faux news for an
;n-depth inrerview with Melissa
Stoneberger, the · controversial
"Berger and Fries" columnist.
Q: Melissa. why did you choose to
write for "The Murray State News"?
A: Well,llooked at my job opportunities on campus, and there
weren't any because all the people
with federal aid had taken all the
cushy office jobs. So, I spoke with
my roommate, who happens to be
the editor in chief, Erin Richards.
She encouraged me to apply, and
after two weeks of nail-biting, the
editorial board hired me. Personally,
I think they just drew my name out
of a sweaty baseball cap, but that's
just me. Ob, and I threatened to kick
Erin in the kidneys while she slept.
That always helps.

"THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE
. BETWEEN
OPINION AND
FACT. NEWS

Q: You have chosen to format
your column in an interesting way.
Could you tell us more about that?
A: Well, I thought about just writing my opinion every week. considering that my column appears on the
opinion page. However, that just
wasn't enough. Because I've had
some background in journalism, 1
decided to dust off my skills and
give it a try by turning my opinions
into fictitious news stories.

are simply that - opinions. 1 present
n comical spin on something that is

happening on campus or in the world
which I would like to express my
view about.
Q: So you're making up things to
fool people?
A: No. There is a difference
between opinion and fact. News stories are supposed to present fact. The
opinion page is a place for students
to express the way they feel about an
issue or subject. Sometimes I feel if
I wrote a fake story about the sky
being green, there would be 800 people at my door wanting to argue with
me.
Q: The sky's not green.
A: I know the sky's not green.
Q: Then why did you just say the
sky's green?
A: I was making a point. And you
just proved it. It's my opinion. I can
write on the opinion pages that the
sky is green because that's what
opinion pages are for - to express
the world the way you see it.
Q: So you think the sky is green,
and these people pay you to write for
them?
A: I DO NOT THINK THE SKY
IS GREEN.

STORIES ARE
SUPPOSED TO
PRESENT FACT.
THE OPINION
PAGE IS A
PlACE FOR
STUDENTS TO

Q: So your stories aren't real?
A: Well .. not really. They're
based on my perception of the world.
I see things I find humorous and tum
them imo stories. I also use things
people can relate to and laugh about.
I mean. everyone hates that "Persist"
slogan, and almost everyone has had
a tiff with their roommate.

Q: Oh, now you're angry. Not
only are you colorblind, you're psycho.
A: Listen, I thought this was supposed to clear up all the trouble people are having with my column.
Q: Oh, we've figured it out all
right ... poser.

EXPRESS THE
WAY THEY FEEL
ABOUT AN
ISSUE OR
SUBJECT."

Q: So you're lying?
A: l don't consider it lying. Lying
is a false statement presented as
truth. I have never presented any of
my columns on pages that print truth
-such as in the news, college life or
sports sections. I have presented
them on opinion pages because they

Thisfaux (fake ... pretend ... not real
... just kidding! .. bogus ... phony ...
poser) interview was written by
Melissa Stoneberger, columnist for
"The Murray State News."

Food services lack
healthy meal plans
In My
Opinion

Graphic by Sanit Sopitpast
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" WHEN
STUDENTS
WHO HAVE A
MEAL PLAN ARE
REQUIRED TO
EAT IN A
CERTAIN PLACE
AND ARE NOT
GIVEN HEALTHY
ALTERNATIVES,
THEY WILL
EASILY GAIN
THE FRESHMAN

15."

M

People who know me will be very surprised to Jearn that Murray State is out to
get me.
I'm not a troublemaker. 1 pay tuition
and make good grades, but it is out to get
me, and not just me - it is out to get aU
of you. It's out to get us ... FAT.
Think about it. If we're all overweight,
we will be more sedentary, possibly
making us more studious. We probably
won't go to Fifteenth & Olive or the Keg,
come back to the residential colleges and
throw our roommate's television out the
window, plus we will be more likely to
be apprehended late at night when Racer
Patrol pursues us on foot through the
Quad.
But seriously. I am writing this article
to draw attention to the ever-decreasing
healthy eating options in the establishments on campus. For those of you who
eat at these places, especially the Thoroughbred Room and Fast Track, you
know what I'm talking about. You also
might have noticed quite a few things
missing that you may or may not have
bought in the past.
For instance, the T-Room no longer
has baby spinach at the salad bar, and
Fast Track no longer has Lean Pockets or
cans of tuna. But hey, you can buy a
jumbo glazed honey bun that has 570
calories and 34 grams of fat, which is
over half of your daily recommended
allowance.
In years past. it has been hard enough
to be a health-conscious student. But
now it is harder than ever. and I'm not
the only one who has noticed the change.
I see other people who, like me, wander through Fast Track with their baskets
of water and fruit looking for something

:

:

:

to actually eat.
"But there are healthy options," you
may say. Sure, but I've eaten more salads
than I can count, bottled water drips from
my pores and I'm going blind from all
the aspartame.
But this is really not about me and my
health hang-ups - it is about the hundreds of dangerously overweight students I see every day. In college we are
still forming eating habits that will follow us for the rest of our lives, and I
don't believe the University realizes the
responsibility is has in making sure students have healthy alternatives that are
nutritionally balanced as weiJ as low in
fat.
When students who have meal plans
are required to eat in a certain place and
are not given healthy alternatives, they
will easily gain the freshman 15.
So what am I asking the University to
do? It should look at not only what is
offered but at the prices as well and make
positive changes. At the T-Room, you
can get a fresh-cooked burger for $1.30.
But a cold ham sandwich costs $1.75,
and a garden burger is $2.05.
Not only are my options reduced, I also
am punished for not eating what is considered typical college fare. Thus, with
one hand the University tries to stuff
junk food down my throat, while its
other hand is in my wallet. They really
are out to get me, huh?

Josh Pairsh is a senior criminal justice
major from Equality, Ill.
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Bush administration
leads 'mission' in Iraq
Should the American people support
troops in Iraq imposing Western ideals?
Our military needs support
because they defend democracy,
liberty, WorldCom, Halliburton
Inc. and everything the USA
stands for.
Without moral support from
both the U.S. population and the
Iraqi population, our brave men
would not have the moral high
ground necessary to do their job.
They might hesitate when ordered
to shoot people, potentially leading to more U.S. casualties or
another 9-11.
One proof that we live in a great
country is that our military mostly intervenes when it is invited.
We intervened in Kosovo
because that country was invaded
by Serbia, and the Kosovarians ...
enn ... Kosovians ... (let's just call
them Albanians for now) actually
begged us to save their country.
After our brave troops did their
duty, liberty and democracy finally reigns in Kosovo, and the
Albanians are now free.
O ur noble defenders of freedom
were practically begged by the
good Iraqis to invade them.
The only Iraqis against the
invasion were the ones that may
have been involved in the terrorists attacks of 9- l 1 (at least we
wish they were).
Iraqis are now grateful to live in
a real democracy, but the American population needs to be grateful as well. We are, after all, the
champion of everything that is
good, pure and right.
We have a holy duty - as our
president said - to liberate the
world.
The fact that MCI WorldCom
was given the contract to rebuild
Iraq's telecommunication network is further proof of Bush's
generosity.
After the war, Iraq was left
without a real telecommunications structure. Bush generously
offered that the best of the best of
telecommunication companies
provide its services in Iraq.
After all. WorldCom has a hjstory of honesty and efficiency.

Iraqis now know their telecommunications networks are safe.
Another proof of our president's generosity toward the .Iraqi
people is he practically singlehandedly solved all their excess
oil problems.
Iraq sits on the second biggest
oil reserve in the world. That is
way more than they could possibly handle.
The proof is that they blew up
their oil wells and spilled the
excess all over the place. Now,
thanks to Halliburton Inc., there is
no more waste.
So to all those who want to criticize the president. think about
this: Our president is in the same
position Jesus Christ was 2000
years ago.
Both Jesus and Bush have
godly powers, and both have used
these powers to carry out a holy
mission to save the world.
Both were doing the right thing
and acting out of pure generosity
and selflessness.
I do not believe these similarities are pure coincidence, I
believe it was God's will to let
our country lead the world.
Tbe fact that Bush and his cabinet are like Jesus and the apostles
only proves that we are the chosen people.
•
That is why I am proud to be
American. This is why I support
our president and our troops.
This is why I believe we have
the best political system in the
world: because only the best of
the best would want to share all
that great stuff with the rest of the
world.
George W. Bush is everyone's
friend.
Busb loves the American people, even the unpatriotic Democrats. He loves the Iraqis. He loves
the Afghans. He even loves the
French. Bush loves you.

Juan Droguett is a senior history
major from Switzerland.

In My
Opinion
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"IRAQ

SITS ON

THE SECOND
BIGGEST OIL
RESERVE IN THE
WORLD. T HAT
IS WAY MORE
THAN THEY
COULD
HANDLE. T HE
PROOF IS THAT
THEY BLEW UP
ALL THEIR OIL
WELLS AND
SPIUED THE
EXCESS ALL
OVER THE
PLACE."
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FRANKFORT (AP) - An organization
representing 164 of Kentucky's public
school districts Wednesday sued the two
top leaders of the General Assembly for
allegedly shortchanging local schools.
The suit filed in Franklin County Circuit
Court asserts that "the General Assembly
has a constitutional mandate to provide
funding for elementary and secondary
schools which is sufficient to provide an
adequate education to each and every
child in Kentucky."
The s uit by the Council for Better Education alleges that the legislature has
failed to follow through on promises it
made in 1990 when it overhauled the public school system and infused it with a significant increase in funding.
That action, the Kentucky Education
Reform Act of 1990, was prompted by a
suit filed by the same council in 1985. The
issue at that time was inequity in the
funding of individual districts. The issue
now is adequate funding for all districts,
said Oldham County Superintendent
Blake Haselton, one of the leaders of the
council.

PHOENIX (AP) - Explosives and bad morality," and urged
experts unloaded a grounded the bish ops to affirm celibacy,
UPS cargo plane by hand early and ensure that the theology
Wednesday only to find that two taught at Catholic colleges and
threatening phone calls, includ - in seminaries adhered to church
ing one mentioning a bomb, teaching.
turned out to be a hoax.
The search for a package menOfficials discover link
tioned in the calls turned up a
box containing bottled water, between· herpes, cancer
fabric softener and cabbage, said
BOSTON (AP) - A herpes
Jeanine L'Ec;uyer, spokeswoman virus, a cousin of the culprits
for Sky Harbor Intem,a tiona l behind cold sores and genital
Airport. A UPS spokesman said herpes, has been found to cause
the package also contained mari- a rare and deadly lung condition
juana.
that can make patients gasp for
The plane, en route from Los breath and overload their hearts,
Angeles to Louisville, Ky., with researchers say.
The
findings,
published
three people aboard, made an
emergency landing at the airport Thursday in The New England
Tuesday night and was taken to journal of Medicine, focus on a
a secure area.
long-mysterious disease known
Police said they were investi- as primary pulmonary hypertengating the source of the package sion -high blood pressure in the
blood vessels of the lungs. It can
and calls.
be fatal and sometimes prompts
a lung transplant.
Conservative priests
The AIDS virus has been
aHack marriage petition implicated as one possible cause,
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - An but the condition's origins have
association of conservative been largely obscure.
Roman Catholic priests has
denounced a petition signed by
Bush leads Democratic
160 fellow clergy in Milwaukee
arguing that married men should presidential opponents
be allowed to enter the priestHAMDEN, Conn. (AP) - President Bush leads all Democratic
hood.
The Confraternity of Catholic challengers - and even some
Oergy, which says it represents who have not entered the 2004
more than 600 priests and dea- presidential race - in a national
cons in the United States and poll released Wednesday.
Canada, said making celibacy
The Quinnipiac University
optional would not solve the cler- Polling Institute found that Bush
outdistanced his rivals by at
ical sex abuse crisis.
The conservative group sent a least 10 points or more in the
letter on Aug. 29 to Bishop survey conducted Sept. 11-15.
Bush was favored 52-41 perWilton Gregory, head of the U.S.
Conference of Catholic Bishops, cent over Sen. Joe Lieberman of
in response to a petition circulat- Connecticut, 51-39 percent over
ed last month by priests in the Rep. Dick Gephardt of Missouri
Archdiocese of Milwaukee seek· and 53-38 percent over former
ing to lift the celibacy require- Vermont Gov. Howard Dean
ment.
and Sen. John Kerry of MassaThe Rev. John Trigilio Jr., pres- chusetts.

FayeHe County officials begin
suicide-prevention campaign
LEXINGTON (AP)- A surge in suicides
in Fayette County has prompted officials
t~ st,ep up, publicity of suicide prevention
programs.
Since January, authorities have investigated 26 suicides, compared with 17 by
this time last year and 19 in the first nine
months of 2001.
Coroner Gary Ginn asked city officials
to intensify a public awareness campaign
to help people "see a light at the end of
the tunnel."
City public information officials have
been publicizing telephone hotline numbers and programs at the Family Care
Center and other agencies since Ginn
approached them earlier this summer.
Those taking their own lives ranged in
age from 16 to older than 70. The victims
included men and women. Depression
was common to all the suicides this year,
Ginn said.

Judge Indicts bin Laden
on terTorism charges
MADR£0, Spain (AP) - A
Spanish judge indicted Osama
bin Laden and 34 others
Wednesday on charges of terrorism, includi.ng the Sept. 11
attacks in the United States.
In a nearly 700·pagc docu·
ment, investigative magistrate
Baltasar Gar7.on issued international arrest orders for bin
Laden and seven others suspected in the Sept. 11 hijackings.
Spain served "as a place or
base for resting, preparation,
indoctrinating, support and
financing" of al·Qaida, Garzon
said.
The indictment charged bin
Laden and nine others with
membership in a terrorist
organi7.ation and "as many
crimes of terrorist murder ... as
there were dead and injured"
in the Sept. 11 attacks.

Antarctic •ozone hole'
reaches record size
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Spanish Judge Baltasar Garzon arrives at the National
Court in Madrid, Spain, In this Aug. 26 file photo. Garzon, in a 700-page document, indicted Osama bin Laden
and 34 others in Madrid on Wednesday for aUeged links
to terrorism including t he Sept. 11 attacks.
hole at the WMO. "judging
from previous years it usually continues to increase for
one or two weeks at this
point."

GENEVA (AP) - The
Vasser Arafat offers
"ozone hole" over the
new truce to Israel
Antarctic this year has
RAMALLAH, West Bank
reached the record size of
10.8 million square miles set (AP) - Palestinian leader
three years ago, the United Yasser Arafat offered a
Nations' weather organiza- new truce to Israel on
Wednesday in an intertion said Wednesday.
Measurements over and view on an Israeli TV stanear Antarctica show that tion, after Palestinian offiozone decreased more rapid- cials said the militant
ly this year than in previous group Hamas has signaled
years and that the size of the it might agree to stop
ozone hole is now as large as attacks on Israelis.
it was in September 2000, the
But Israeli leaders say
World Meteorological Orga- they want to first see Palestinian action to take Hamas
nization said .
The hole could continue to and other militant groups
grow to an all-time high over out of commission before
the next couple of weeks, the considering a cease-fire.
WMO said, but it also could
Interviewed on Israel
suddenly decrease.
TV's Channel 2, Arafat,
"It's impossible to pre- was asked if there was a
dict," said Michael Proffitt, a possibility for a new truce.
"Of coiJrse,H .he said.
leading expert on the ozone
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ident of the confraternity,
False explosives threat
blamed the molestation scandal
grounds UPS cargo plane on "bad theology, bad liturgy

Public school organization files
suit against assembly leaders

The Murray State News

"You're
invited .
The
announcement was made
yesterday," referring to
remarks by his security
adviser, Jibril Rajo ub, on
Tuesday.
The disagreement over the
idea of a new truce underlined the depth of mistrust
after three years of conflict
and the failure of a unilateral
truce declared by militants in
June- which largely held for
about two months until a
Hamas suicide bombing that
killed 23 people in Jerusalem
last month.
Tensions have also risen
following an open-ended
Israeli government decision
last week to "remove"
Arafat, whom it accuses of
fomenting terrorism. The
United States vetoed a U.N.
Security Council resolution
Tuesday that sought to
shield Arafat from Israeli
action.

News in Brief is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis, online editor.
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Article contains fallacies

Kentuckians' low health
rating concerns officials
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September 19, 2003

MSU community expresses accuracy concerns
about article condemning Alliance conference
by Lauren F.riskel
staff writer

Several members of the Murray State
community have voiced concern over
inaccuracies in an article published in
the "Kentucky Citizen's Digest."
The article discussed Come Together
Kentucky, the eighth annual Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered Collegiate Conference held last April on Murray State's campus. Alliance, a registered Murray State student group, hosted
the conference.
Richard Nelson, policy analyst for the
Family Foundation, wrote the article
after a concerned parent of a Murray
State student contacted him.
"(The Family Foundation is) a non·
profit educational organization that is
based out of Lexington," Nelson said.
"We follow issues that affect Kentucky
families."
The article said adult entertainer Gia
Bathory was a seminar instructor at the
conference.
"Gia Bathory didn't even attend the
conference, "Melanie McCallon, adviser
of Alliance, said.
The article also said transgendered
paganism was a topic of discussion at
the event.
"Paganism?" McCallon said. "It
wasn't about paganism. It was about

how to be spiritually self-aware."
Danielle Walsh, president of Alliance,
said the conference also had several
Christian workshops and a paganism
workshop, but paganism was not a topic
of the conference.
McCallon said while the conference
focused on several topics besides sex,
that is all the article mentioned.
Nelson, who was not present at the
conference, said he received bis information for the article from the program
guide for the event and an open-records
request to the University.
"The program guide listed all courses
and seminar instructors," Nelson said.
According to the article, the Student
Government Association officially supported the conference.
SGA President Josh Rose said SGA
did not sponsor the event.
"They asked Jace Rabe, who was
SGA president at the time, to speak at
the conference," Rose said. "He couldn't
attend, so be wrote out a welcome note
that was read at the conference."
Nelson said the program listed organizations they would like to thank. and
SGA is listed.
"Some of the negative publicity on
SGA's end is because the facts aren't
straight," Rose said.
The article in the "Kentucky Citizen's
Digest" said two Murray State depart-

ments financia11y supported the event,
including the Kentucky Institute for
International Studies and the Office of
Student Affairs.
"We took out an ad for the Kentucky
Institute for International Studies in the
program," Nancy Martin, KIIS coon.Jinator said.
Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson said Alliance was treated the
same as other campus groups would
have been.
"We used the same criteria we would
use for any student organization,"
Robertson said.
McCallon said people seem to be
upset about the conference being held on
campus.
"Any registered student group can use
the MSU campus to hold meetings,"
McCallon said. "And frankly, I don't see
what all the fuss is about. The MSU stu·
dent group. Alliance, hosted the event
here at Murray State on the grounds of
the MSU campus."
McCallon said she feels this is an
example of discrimination.
''They don't throw a fit when the reli·
gious organizations on campus use MSU
facilities," McCaJion said. "The negativity of people toward this conference,
simply because it was chocked full of
people who live a life they don't agree
with, is blatant discrimination."

by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor
The health of Kentuckians is among the lowest in the nation, but some Murray State faculty members feel improving health education
may improve statistics.
..Kentucky obesity rates are in the top of the
nation. but the fitness levels are at rock bottom," Jeff Frame, assistant professor for wenness and therapeutic sciences, said. "We' re just
not moving."
According to the Center for Disease Control,
Kentucky ranks last out of 16 states assessed in
a study of health-related qualities of life.
Kathy Timmons, visiting assistant professor
for wellness and therapeutic sciences, said she
hears studenls complaining about walking from
their cars to classes, but for some students who
do not exercise, "Maybe that's a good thing."
Frame said maintaining a healthy diet while
on a college campus is difficult, but he thinks
students who eat ut Winslow eat healthier
meals than other students.
"We have seen a national trend in the
increase of obesity," Corky Broughton. chair of
wellness and therapeutic sciences, said. "Fami1ies are going out to eat, and there are more
people not aware of what they are eating."
Frame said he did research on the meal plans
and found if students increased the number of
meals per week, from 10 to 15, in their meal
plan, prices work out to approximately $1.50
per meal.
"You can' t buy a balanced meal for $1.50,"
Frame said.

Timmons said many students choose to go to
Fast Track instead of Winslow.
"When (students) aren't eating at Winslow,
they are going to Fast Track," Timmons said.
"Fast Track does have some healthy stuff, but
mostly it has convenience items."
Frame said some students have a lifetime of
bad habits by their senior year of college, and
that he is amazed by some students' eating routines.
"Have you noticed how many pizza places
we have in Murray?" Frame said.
Frame said there are many choices people
can make about what to eat, but they do not
always make the right ones.
Broughton, Timmons and Frame discussed a
research activity they may create to see if
health education does make a difference in people's health.
Broughton said all of the current trends come
back to education.
''There are some positive things. but with
these obstacles it causes us to do research and
learn more," Frame said. "'This all just shows
us we have a lot to overcome."
Frame said health is a complex issue, which
cannot be isolated into one or two categories.
"There are reasons (Kentucky) doesn't fall
too well in the states, including social and economic issues that many (other states) don't
have," Frame said.
Timmons said Kentucky also has the highest
rate of smoker.; in the nation.
Said Frame: "1 don't see anything changing
anytime soon, but it presents challenges for
us."

Bomb developer presents 'Science and Society' to students
by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

A scientist who worked on developing
Unranium-235, which was used in creating
the atomic bomb, spoke Wednesday to students from various departments.
Speaker Norman Hackerman delivered a
lecture, "Science and Society," at the fourth
annual Gary Boggess Distinguished Lecture
Series in Blackburn Science Building.
"Science is also interrelated with technology," Hackerman said. ··r want to tell you flat
out that science in its connection with technology is ultimately an important contributor
to civilization."
Hackerman said three inventions critical to
the develepment of contemporary society
were the printing press, electric current and

the transistor circuit.
"You could not have a modem war without
the battery," he said.
"Today's information
age comes from (the
transistor and integrated
circuit). The fact is that
without science and
technology, the human
population of the world
would not be at the level
that they're at"
Hackerman said scientists are financially
supported by the nation
and receive public trust.
Norman
''So there is interest.
Hackerman There is support,"
Hackerman said. "I
CheffilM

don't know if scientists are loved, because
they're not soft and pleasant to deal with, but
they are supported."
Beth Brubaker, safety waste coordinator in
the chemistry department, said she was glad
Hackerman came and shared his opinions.
"I thought it was really interesting,"
Brubaker said. "I think it's really neat to hear
from an older-generation scientist who still
has enthusiasm and is willing to try and spark
that in our newer generation of scientists."
Associate Professor of Chemistry Ricky
Cox organized the lecture and said he was
glad to see students, faculty and alumni
dr.twn to the event He said the lecture this
year tiad the largest turnout in the history of
the event.
"(Hackerman) has a great reputation as a
chemist, and I wanted this lecture to be kind

WE GAINED WEIGHT
Seen our Scholarship Channel lately?

We've added over 250,000 brand new scholarships
and revamped our entire site to give you

more accurate search results!

Check Out MURRAY STATE NEWS's
Scholarship Channel at:
www.thenews.orglscholarships

of a general lecture on science and its effects
on society," Cox said.
Murray State alumnus Phil Craig said he
returned to the University to hear the lecture.
"I thought it was great," Craig said. ''It
poinl<> out some of the problems we face that
are overlooked."
Hackerman said despite all of the positive
advancements made in science and technology, negatives also exist. He said the science
field has neglected non-science majors and
caused them to avoid the field.
"We have got teachers who are fearful of
the field and instill that fear in their kids, and
ultimately it will spread throughout ~he popu·
lation if we don' t fix it," he said.
Adam Farley, graduate student from
Metropoli!>, Ill ., said he was glad he attended
the lecture.

"I thought it was an excellent, excellent talk
because science is so important to our society,'' Farley said. "It was interesting to see his
views on it because he's seen the progress of
science on society."
John Mattea, director of Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly Activity, said he was
impressed by the statistics Hackennan presented on the number of scientists and
researchers that exist.
"I was delighted to have somebody of his
stature come to the University," Mattea said.
Hackerrnan said ultimately, the effects of
science and technology on society are overwhelmingly positive.
Said Hackerman: ''The effect of science
and technology on our country exceeds that of
all the wars and political decisions that have
ever been made."
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•Friday
•Pageant- Mr. MSU,
7 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Admission is
$6 for students with a
Racercard and $8 for
nonstudents.
•Cinema International - "Kandahar,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.
•Concert - Stellar
Kin and Anchored
Soul, 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables. Free
admission.
•Outdoor
Movie
"Meet the Parents,"
10:30 p.m.. Cutchin
Field next to Curris
Center. Bring a chair
or blanket.

•Saturday
•Football Game
Murray State vs. Indiana State, 6 p.m., Roy
Stewart Stadium.
•Cinema International - ''Kandahar,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

College IJfe Edlton Severo Avila
A8s.hmnt College Ufe EdJror: Alicia Ray
Phone: 762-4480
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Change of Heart
lace Rabe 1nakes a last-nlinute decision to pass up
a lucrative job prospect,(or t1-vo years in A.frica.
by Severo Avila
College Ufe Editor

Former Student Government Association President Jace Rabe passed up a chance to work for
a commodities brokerage to spend the next two
years working with the Peace Corps in Africa.
College Life Editor Severo A vita sat down with
Rabe to see what caused such a change of heart.
At 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Jace Rabe saunters
into the offices of 'The Murray State News." He
greets me with his usual polirician-esque smile
and firm handshake. The 23-year-old former Student Government Association president graduated in May

•sunday
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha - Elizabeth
Co11ege back lobby,
9:45 a.m. Free rides
afterw,ard to the
church of your choice.
•Women's
World
Cup Soccer - USA
vs. Sweden, 11 a.m.,
big-screen television
at Curris Center Stables. Free drink and
popcorn.
•Worship
Service
Sunday Night Fellowship, 5:30 to 7 p.m.,
University Christian
Student Center.
•Women's
World
Cup Soccer - China
vs. Ghana, 10: 10
p.m., big-screen television at Curris Center Stables. Free drink
and popcorn.
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choose 15 people from 15,000 applicants."
Rabe says he had three months of the application process to make up in a few days, but with
the help of Murray State President F. King
Alexander, he got all his paperwork in, drove
back and fonh to Atlanta, made several calls to
Chicago, and finally got accepted to fl.ll the 15th
spot in the program.

Destination: Benin

On Tuesday. Rabe leaves for Benin, west
Africa, where he will be a business consultant for
the Small Enterprise Development program. He
will work jointly for the American government
and the Benise government. He will work with
entrepreneurs in Benin who would like to start
small businesses, evaluate the feasibility of the
business plans and grant loans as he sees fit.
"The 15 of us work together for the ftrst three
months, training. We have to learn the indigenous language ' Fon.' and I have to brush up on
A fateful decision
my French," he says.
In December, Rabe will separate from the
'Three years ago I came to this school, and my group and travel to whichever part of Benin his
main focus wa'i money," he says. "I made a vow services are needed.
that by the time I graduated I'd have a six-figure
Jeanie Morgan, SGA coordinator, has worked
job. I worked my butt off at internships. I was with Rabe for the past few years and says she is
working in Dallas two summers. I was going to sad to see him go, but understands this is what he
be in (a) commodities brokerage in charge of needs to do.
international sales."
"Jace came in and told me he made a very
Rabe says he was offered a job in November- important decision - to join the Peace Corps,"
a job he was on the brink of accepting. He turned Morgan says. "It takes a special person to do
down the offer and attempted an ambitious, but something like this, but honestly 1 can't imagine
unsuccessful, bid at opening a dive shop in Jace not succeeding at anything he attempts.''
Morgan says she dreads saying goodbye.
Florida. Rabe candidly reminisces on his time
"It's gonna be incredibly hard," she says. "I'm
spent trying to convince lending institutions
to fund his business p1ans.
gonna cry. I'm really going to miss him."
"I went to Key West, stayed there for a
I remind Rabe that some people will say he's
bit, tried to get people to give me a loan to passing up the chance of a lifetime by giving up
start up a dive shop down there. But I'm a a well-paying job straight out of college= He
guy from Kentucky, with a business degree seems to be well aware that his new plans are
who's dive shop experience is limited to raising a few eyebrows. He sits back on the
the ability to scuba dive," he jokes. "I bench, sighs and responds as if he's been asked
realized I probably couldn't make money the question a thousand times.
down there."
"This is what I tell people," he says, prefacing
Rabe came back to Kentucky in June the lines he's obviously had to deliver many
and says he started seriously thinking about times since making the decision to go to Africa
what he wanted to do with his life.
"God has given me a business mind, and I've
His sister turned him on to the idea of realized that the money isn't as important to me
the Peace Corps, and after research he found as it used to be," he says. "I really feel that ..
a program where his business degree would be impacting and helping people, through creating
an asset. Unknown to Rabe was the long jobs and bettering their standard of living, is what
process it takes to be accepted into the Peace I'm excited about."
Corps.
Rabe will spend 24 months in Mrica. For a
"I thought you just signed up and got inter- man who has admitted to having a very sheltered
viewed and that was it." he says. "I was shocked upbringing, he says making the transition from
when I learned you have to apply and go college student and fraternity member to living
through this rigorous process. They without running water and air conditioning will
prove difficult.
"I think that I' II come back completely differJace Rabe graduated with an
ent than when I leave. I can't think of one thing
International Business degree,
that I'm going to be the same at," he says. "My
but said helping otben is more perception and perspective of people and how
important than money.
they live is going to change. My values, priorities
and has chosen a different path in favor of financially lucrative job options - a path that leads to
Africa.
.
After graduating four months ago with a bachelor's degree in international business. Rabe
already had a job lined up. but in a last-minute
change of plans, enrolled in the Peace Corps and
leaves Murray next week to spend two years in
west Africa.

and what's really imponant are really going to
change.''

Saying goodbye
Rabe says leaving behind family and friends
and saying goodbye has been the hardest part of
this entire situation.
'This week has been the hardest," he says. "If
I could leave tomorrow, I would because people
are in two categories right now - those I say 'see
you later' to and those I say 'goodbye' to because
I realize there are a lot of people I wiU never see
again."
One of the people Rabe will say "see you later"
to is friend, roommate and fraternity brother Nick
Garvin, a senior from Murray.
"My f~rst reaction to him leaving was I was
dead-set against it," Garvin says. "I thought he
was copping out because he didn' t know what to
do. But then after he explained it to me, he won
me over. Saying goodbye to him will be the hardest thing I've had to do," Garvin continues.
"We've lived together for two years, and he's my
best friend. I'm gonna cry. I won't lie to you, it's
gonna be tough."
For a man who attended Murray Middle
School, Murray High School and Murray State,
Mrica will be an entirely different experience.
It may just be the new facial hair he's sporting,
but Rabe seems a bit more contemplative- philosophical even - as be stares off at nothing in particular and talks about his present situation.
"I've lived here 12 years of my life, but Murray is a bubble.'' he says. "We just float around
enjoying life, but this is not real life. This is a
fantasy world. This is not it. You just don't
encounter today's issues in Murray. Kentucky.
You need to get out there.''
I end the interview and thank him for his time.
Jace Rabe gave me the old handshake-and-smile
routine and strides away confidently through the
Quad.

•Monday
I
•Lecture
..The
Media
Literacy
Movement,"
John
Dillon, 7 to 8 p.m.,
Fine Arts Room 623.

•Tuesday
•CAB
Campus
Activities Board, 4:30
p.m., Curris Center
Ohio Room. General
public and guests welcome.

•Wednesday
•Women's World
Cup Soccer - Norway vs. Brazil, 3:55
p.m., big-screen television at Curris Center Stables. Free
drink and popcorn.
•Interest Meeting
Emerging Leaders, 4
p.m., Curris Center
MiSsissippi Room.
•SGA- Student Government Association,
S p.m. in the Curris
Center
Barkley
Room. General public and guests welcome.
•Fellowship Meal
and Bible Study
University Church of
Christ - 5:30 p.m. to
7:50p.m., University
Church of Christ.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 7 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.

New comedy show spoofs TV-11 content
byUzSmith
Staff Writer
After four years of planning. sophomore
Kevin Broy and senior Shanah Zigler have created "The Zig and Broy Show," a satirical TV
program that, if approved, will air on Murray
State's channel II this October.
"The Zig and Broy Show" is a spoof of Murray State's television content. Broy, the producer of the program, said it will have the same
style and tone as the online "news source.''
"The Onion."
"We basically make fun of ourselves and
stuff around school," Broy said. "We'll have
some reoccurring gags, one of which involves a
leprechaun, and right now, we're trying to get a
gorilla involved."
Zigler and Broy met last year through mutu-

al friends and soon realized they both wanted to
create a comedy show.
"I've been thinking about making 'this kind
of show since freshman year," Zigler, the director of the program. said. "I ran the idea by
Kevin last semester, and he brought in more
ideas about how the show should be run.''
Through a series of phone calls over the
summer, Zigler, from Nashville, Tenn., and
Broy. from Chicago, created a ponfolio containing skit ideas to present to Debbie Owens,
head of the electronic media sequence department.
"Shanah approached me during the second
week of schoo1 with the idea, and I thought it
was an interesting approach to comedy,"
Owens said.
Owens approved the show and turned the
portfolio over to the student editorial board at

time slot.
If "The Zig and Broy Show" is approved by
at least five of the 13 student editoria1 board
members, it will be in the record books as the
first comedy program to air on MSU TV-II.
"We've only done student-produced programs for a year," Owens said. "There has
never been a consistently run comedy show on
Murray State TV as far as I can recall."
Zigler and Broy said they are happy with the
progress they've made, but are still on the lookout for anyone interested in helping with the
show.
"We need more actors, scriptwriters, anything, Broy said. "This is an extracurricular
opponunity that is very professionally done, ,
and people will be proud of their work."
Students can contact the show's producers by
e-mailing zig_n_broy@excite.com.

PROFESSOR HOBO
THE RfCAU.. CONTINUES...

...,. •

HERE IN MY HAND I HOLD THE
ELECTION RESULTS FOR THE
RECALL BEFORE I READ THEM, I
WOLLO UICE TO NOTE THAT THIS
WHOU: INCIDENT HAS SURELY
. CONDEMNED VOU ALL TO HBL

RI6HT_,AHYWAY, THE WINNER OF
THE RECAU.. ELECTION IS MR.
MITTENS.

I PLAN TO PROTEST
IMMEOIATB..Y. THEV OION'T EVEN
COUNT THE VOTES OF
STUDENTS FROM R.ORIOAI
ANO WHAT AM I
SUPPOSEO TO DO WrrH
AU. THESE HAN61N6

CHAOS?

•Thursday
•VVornen•s
VVorld
Cup Soccer - USA
vs. Nigeria, 6:25
p.m., big-screen television at Curris Center Stables. Free drink
and popcorn.
•Comedy
Show
Comic Farce - Peter
Shaffer, 7 to 9 p.m.,.
Johnson Theatre. Free
admission with Racercard and $10 for
general adult. Mature
themes. Phone 7624421 for reservations.
•Women's World
Cup Soccer- China
vs. Australia, 8:55
p.m., big-screen television at Curris Center Stables. Free drink
and popcorn.

channel 11. The program idea was judged on
quality and content by members of the board
and was approved for shooting in early September.
Shortly thereafter, Zigler and Broy posted
fliers around the Doyle Fine Arts broadcasting
floor requesting actors, scriptwriters and technicians. Fifteen students replied, and Zigler and
Broy shot the show's first skit Sept. 11 at the
MSU TV news studio.
"We only shot the news segment, 'Horseradish,"' Broy said. "But it took like three hours.
We had some technical difficulties.''
The crew also shot a scene called "Super
Fans" on Saturday at the Roy Stewart Stadium.
Currently, the Zigler and Broy crew bas
enough material shot to fill half of one episode.
Broy said each show has to be 22 minutes long,
plus commercia1s, in order to fit the 30-minute

KEELHAUL
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Sig Eps make time for local youth
I

1. Hilary Duff - "Metamorphosis"
2. Mary J. Bilge - 01Love &
Life"
3. Alan Jackson - ''Greatest
'Hits. Vol. 2"
4. Beyonce - "Dangerously in
Love"
5. Evanescence - "Fallen"
Sour<.c: A~so<:M!Pcl Presc;

•Movies
1. Once Upon a Time In MexIco - Starring Antonio Ban·
deras
2. Matchstick Men - Starring
Nicolas Cage
3. Cabin Fever - Starring
Rider Strong
4. Dickie Roberts: Former
Child Star - Starring David
Spade
5. Pirates of the Caribbean:
The Curse of the Black Pearl
Starring Johnny Depp
!imm r•:

A~~o<

iatoJ PrC'Ss

•Books
1. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Diet"
2. AI Franken - "Lies and the
Lying Liars Who Tell Them: A
Fair and Balanced Look at the
Righf'
.
3. Dan Brown - "The Da Vinci
Code"
4. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
5. Dav Pllkey - "Captain
Underpants and the Big, Bad
Battle of the Bionic Boeger
Boy, Part 1: The Night of the
Nasty Nosh il Nuggets"
!)ourcc· Assot rated Press

•web site
www.cooklesoncampus.com
Have you been craving chocolate chip cookies ever since
last week's Cookies on Campus article? Order a batch
online to satisfy that craving
and receive a care package
within three business days.

by Severo Avila
College l.ife Editor
With a bunch of fraternity members and u
few sorority members in the same place, one
would probably expect a wild party, right'!
Wrong.
Monday, 25 Sigma Phi Epsilon members
and six Sigma Sigma Sigma members met at
the Main Street Youth Center to spend time
with a few very grateful children and young
adults
The visit was part of the Sig Eps' effort to
raise funds for the center, located at 808 E.
Chestnut St., which provides a place for area
youths to come together and play games, do
homework or just hang out.
"We're trying 10 show the community thai
we' re a different organization," John Luttrell. Sig Ep president, said . ..We're not the
stereotypical drinking and fooling-around
fraternity. We sincerely care about the community and want to be 11 part of its development."
Luttrell, .senior from I~kewoml, Colo.,
said members of Sigma Phi Epsilon. assi,ted
by members of Sigma Sigma Sigma, set up a
duuking booth last week and grilled burgers
lo raise funds for the center. Luttrell said
Assistant Provo:.t Tim Todd lent his time and
dignity to the cause by volunteering to he
dunked.
'
Monday, amid the sounds of pool playing.
"Mario K.1rt" racing and air-hockey slapping,

Luttrell presented $650 check to 0:1\'id Hudspeth. center director.
"This money is greatly appreciated," Hudspeth said. "I think it'll probably be u~ed to
buy a new pool table because the one we
have needs replacement.
"Rut it's not just the money," he said. "The
kids really appreciate these guys being here.
These college students may not reulize it, hut
they're mentor<: for these kids."
Courtney Young. ~enior from Louisville
and Sigma Sigma Sigma member, explained
why she \\as at the center Monday.
"(The Sig Eps) asked if we'd be interested
in helping out with this cause. and we said
'Sure.' We did the dunk tank with them last
week, and they called again to see if we'd
want to come hang out with the kids. It's
really cool to be here." Young said.
Nine-year-old Elexus Johnson, a center
regular from Paducah. said she enjoyed hav·
ing the Murray State students visit the center.
"They play with us and talk to us," she
:;aid. "It's fun to have them around. We
played nir hockey today. and I won, soil was
great."
Luttrell said the Sig Hps plan to visit the
center again nnd implement an after-school
program where fraternity members visit the
center ou particulur days of the week to help
students with homework.
Sigma Phi Epsilon member Logan Baker.
junior from Louisville, suid the visit was
wnnhwhile.

Erin Gilles!The News

Sig Ep member Kevin Spengler. senior from Buffalo, N.Y., pla)'S a game of foosball with 10-year-old Greg Johnson, from 'P aducah. Spengler and members of
Sigma Phi Epsilon visited the Main Street Youth Center Monday to sperid time
wltb the children as well as present the center with a check for $650.
"I think it's always important to help those
that are less fortunate than you are," he said.
"Kids need as much help as they can get
these days .
"(The Sig Eps) don't mind taking time out

of our schedules at all," he said . "Today we
all came in whh leucr shirts, und I think that
.s cared the kids a bit at first, hut then we
played u game of pool and just hung out.
We're having a great time."

Rancid dusts off Clash riffs for new album
by Justin Bontrager
Staff Writer
Ea-;t Bay punk :.talwans Rancid are at it
again with the aptly titled "Indestructible."
I'm not sure if I should admire Rancid or
make fun of them for being a bunch of late30-.something millionaires with mohawkc;,
More power to 'em, I guess. It beats being
a bland corporation automaton.
Speaking of going corporate ... I heard
rumors the band parted from its longtime
label, Epitaph, for a lucrdtive deal with a
major. It's only a rumor, I reckon, considering this here disc was released on singer
Tim Armstrong's Hellcat label.
A few years back, 1 heard Mad(lnna :;ent
the band a nude photo of herself as incentive to <>ign to her label, Maverick - I
believe that. Then again, I bought into the
hoopla that CDs are literally ..indestructible" - which I discovered ain't the case

when I played Frisbee with some hippie
using the disc I'm presently reviewing,
then used h to practice rny golfs wjng and
sliced, sending it in front of o Fed Ell truck.
I'm writing to "Consumer Reports" when I
finish this review.

Anyway, all rumors aside, Rancid yet
again serves up a punk platter that's destined to be devoured by Hot Topic patrons
worldwide. The band's tried-and-true formula of "hout-along street punk and recycled Clash riffc; remains relatively intact,
but their foray into ska seems to have finally ended.
Bad Religion's Brett Gurewitz took the
producer's seat this time around and, ac;
would be expected, added his flair for
faster tempos and immaculate background
vncals. As though he's been to a few
speech therapy sessions, Tim Armstmng
now sounds less like an autistic teenager
from Liverpool. You can probably thank
Gurewitz for that as well.
Other highlights on the disc include
"Fall Back Down," an instant classic totlowing in the footsteps of Rancid gems
"Ruby Soho." "Salvation'' and "Spirit of
'87" - and an ideal anthem for crashing

and wrecking the next frot party.
Overall, "Indestructible" demonstrates
what sets Rancid apan from the punk p<~ck
• the wherewithal to sound angry and
urgent while remaining melodic and continually striving to be as innovative as the
genre allows. That's what made the Clash
great and perhaps why Rancid has spent its
whole career emulating ~tnd paying
homage 10 Joe Strummer and crew.
"Indestructible" contains an ambitious
19 S<)ngs. but there h;n't one thruwnway
track - proof that Rnncid has honed their
craft to precision.
I'd :;till take "London Cnlling" over the
entire Rancid cutalog :my llay, hut "Inde structible'' stands on its own merits. Steal a
copy today from your 'favorite (or least
favorite) corporate chain record store.

Obligatory Rating: 8
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Calling on Campus
Murray State students go wireless
by Jonathan Meador
Contributing Writer
Like some college students, Adrian
Benton is hard to get in touch with.
But like many. Benton has gone wireless with a new cell phone.
According to Rachel Parks, a
Sprint Marketing Coordinator for
Paducah, this is not an unusual
occurrence.
''We typically see an increase in
college students and their parents
coming into our Sprint stores about
this time every year because students
enjoy the convenience and portability
of wireless phones,'' she said.
The Federal Communication Commission reported that 61 percent of 18
to 24-year-olds carried wireless
phones in 2002. and many have given
up land-based lines altogether.
Benton. senior from Murray, is one
of millions of young adult ceU phone
users.

Cell phones have gained popularity
among high school and college students, in part because of their ability
to combine entertainment and connectivity with peers.
" My frie nds could never reach
me," Benton said. "So they fi nally
bought me a cell phone last week."
Michael Case, freshman from Paducah, said he values cell phones as a
means of entertainment.
" I wish my cell phone had more
games," said Case of his Cingular
cell phone.
"l really like 'Brick Attack' and
'Snake'," he said.
Case pays $30 a month for 400
anytime minutes, in addition to 1,000
mobile/night minutes.
Plans with free nights and weekends may benefit financially strapped
college students. Cingular and Verizoo both offer plans with free long
distance, favori ng students who may
have family far away, with monthly

rates falling between $30 to $40 per
month for standard services.
Yet for some, cell phones aren't all
they're cracked up to be.
"Honestly, I just wish mine would
work," Ashley Baker, junior from
Paducah, said. Baker uses a Veiizon
Motorola phone. whlch she bought
through a middleman supplier.
"It was a bad thing to do," Baker
said.
Baker said she warns future cell
pllone buyers to avoid purchasing a
phone from anyone other than a service provider.
"(Some suppliers) give you all
these stipulations," she said. "You
have to work around them, and it
wound up being more expensive in
the long run."
Chris Taylor, junior from Dover,
Tenn.. said owning a Nokia cell
phone was too much for him to handle.
"First of all, it costs mon'e y,'' Tay-

Art by Sanit Sopitgirapast

CLUES ACROSS
1. Epic
5. About the vagua nerve
10. A alze of type used In
printing
14. Type of curve
15. Fill with high apirlta
16. The 6th month of the
Jewiah calendar
17. An opening In a wall
18. Engllah peraon
19. A length of time
20. 7th letter of the Greek
alphabet
21. "Cool Hand
22. Be the flrat
23. Earthenware made
from clay
25. Dealgn a better mouae-

trap
27. Contraction
28. Training by repetition
32. An Italian woman of
rank
35. In a forest, open apace
36. Any high mountain
37. Away from wind
38. Erode~
39. Malarial fever
40. ShuHie

41. Type of necklace
42. A aphere
43. Fragment of broken

pottery
45. large New Zealand
parrot
46. Follow by one's foot
47. Dlaorder
61. Several thlnga tied
together
54. Confuse
55. A way to till
56. Grave
57. A aeet
58. A Britlah peer ranking
60. capital of Western
Samoa
61 . About organ of hearin g
62. Opaque gem
63. Capital of Switzerland
64. Cluttered
65. Dried leaves of the
hemp plant
CLUES DOWN
1. Highly excited
2. Idle or foolish talk
3. Eight
4. The woman
5. Velvetllke fabric
6. Having similar charac-

terlstlc
7. Conteat
&. Fed
9. Grasaland, meadow
10. Clear-cut
11. The content of cognition
12. Witty peraon
13. Offlclalaymbols
21. Molten rock
22. Make by braiding
24. Fermented Juice
25. large shrimp
26. Fellows
28. Famous Scottish textile
dellgn
29. Famous villain
30. Baseball team
31. Sword
32. MuHie
33. A mixture of many
34. Succeeding
35. Knot
38. Clarified butter
39. Of or like a wing
41. Cook
42. Cogwheel
44. 8th month of the IslamIc calendar
45. Twisted or rugged

47. Name
48. Mounting on a acabbard
49. Jewish folk dance•
SO. Shouta
51 . Knife
52. In a way, expectations
53. Independent ruler or
chieftain

54. Barriers
57. Rotating disk to convert circular Into linear
motion
58. Color
58. Winged goddess of the
dawn

last week's solution

Restaurant, since 1972

All of our dishes are made with
fresh beef, sausage, veggies, sauces.
I taGan dough & homemade
desserts prepared dailyl

PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS
Daily Specials • Private Meeting Rooms
970 Chestnut • 753-2975

Three cheers and
a Five Star
celebration.
C e l e br at ion s b ri n g o u r comm unity toget h e r.

And a t

U. S. B a nk , we' re p roud to celebrate ou r co mmunity
a n d o ur c omm itment to being your hometo wn b a nk ,
with th e f i nes t f i nancia l products backed b y th e o nl y
Fi ve Sta r S ervice g u a r antee.

It's your ass uran c e that

yo u ' ll receive th e h ighest leve l s of service avai l a b l e
a n yw h e re - a nd t h a t 's somet hi ng to chee r a b o ut !
Member FDIC

www.usbank.com

•
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lor said. "Plus I didn' t like being
available all the time. ll got in the
way of whatever I was doing.
''I had an ex-girlfriend who got my
number and wouldn't stop calling,"
he said. "So that was it for me.''
In an era where buzz phrases like
"wireless connectivity" and "personal networking'' are becoming household words, Murray State students
and their wireless phones are panicipating in the movement towards an
ever-shrinking global community.
Pat McCutchen, lecturer in the
sociology department. related an
experience which reinforced this
point.
"When I was in Korea 1 stoyed in a
Buddhist temple," McCutchen said.
"One day 1 saw a monk walking
across the courtyard, and I hear this
(ringing) sound. Then, the monk pulls
out a cell phone and answers it.
''Cell phones are everywhere,'' she
continued. "We can't escape them."
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1,1
Racers earn sweep in conferenc~ opener
MSU defeats Tennessee-Martin 3-0 in Racers' first home match of season
were ttying to do is stay very stable.
Mentally. we felt vety confident and
controlled the match."
Schwepker said the OVC tide is the
main goal for this year's Racer squad.
The Racers last OVC title came in 1992,
and this year's OVC Tournament will
be held at Racer Arena
"Our goal every year is the same,
which is wiMing the OVC Championship and going to the NCAA Tournament," Schwepker said. ''Everyone has
responsibility and individual things to
work on, but as a team we want to win
the OVC Championship."
On defense, Sun had a co-match-high
14 digs. while junior outside hitter Kimberly Bwmage had 13. and junior defensive specialist Casandra Ersel added 12.
Junior middle blocker Danielle Sutttrer
had a match-high five blocks. while Gui
and 7llan had two apiece. Sophomore
setter Nikki Wong handed out a matchhigh 39 assists.
Murray State will be on the road this
weekend for the Middle TeMessee
State Invitational. The Racers face
Western Illinois at 4:30p.m. Friday and
then take on Appalachian State at 10
am. Saturday followed by a matchup
with host team Middle Tennessee State
a1 7 p.m. Sarurday in Murfreesboro.
Tenn.

"I'm real excited we won.' Schwqr
ker said. "I think we struggled with our
passing, but once we get the passing
under control, everything for our team

by Brian Geary
Staff Writer
The Murray State women· s volleyball team opened its Ohio Valley Conference schedule Tuesday night at
Racer Arena with a 3-0 blanking of
defending OVC Champions TennesseeMartin, 30-24, 30-28, 3(}.28.
MSU (3-4. 1-0 OVC) controlled
much of the match early on, but the
Skyhawks (1-11. 0-1 OVC) kept fighting, forcing Murray State to battle at the
end of each match. The energetic crowd
in Racer Arena seemed to ignite the
Racers when matches were on the line.
''The crowd was awesome." said
Murray State Head Coach David
Schwepker. ''Aod I am glad to get our
first win in the OVC versus the defending Ohio Valley Conference champions
Tennes.c;ee-Martin. We were able to
)how everyone tha1 we have improved
tremendously over last year, and we
hope everyone continues to come out
and support us."
Schwepker said he was very excited
about the team's overall perfonnance.
He said passing seemed to give the Racers problems, and the team will look to
improve upon that, but overall the Racers have improved.

will tlow much better. Individually,
evetyone is getting better and better as a
Sophomore middle hitter Abbi Gui
led the Murray Stale offense with a co-

march-high 16 kills. Gui said strong
teamwork was key in Tuesday's contest

"Volleyball is a team game, so everyone needed to play hard together, and
we can win like we did today." Gui said.
Sophomore outside hitter Paige Sun
and freshman outside hitter Ulli Zhan
each had 13 kills for the potent Racer
offense.
Schwepker thought the overall goals
set for Tuesday night's first home game
were met. and he was very salisfied
with an offensively dominating performance by the Racers. Schwepker said
the Racers wanted to control the match
on the floor and mentally control the

game.

..

''Well, going into the match we wanted to contro) what's going on the floor,
bot there were a few shaky areas.'' he
said. "However, we did do a good job
about Jl()( getting up or down on what
was going on the floor. That's what we

Matta Barnard/The News

Members of tbe Murray State volleyball team receive instructions from Head Coach Dave
Schwepker before retaking tbe floor during Tuesday's 3-0 victory over Tennessee-Martin.
Tuesday wa_s both the conference and borne opener for the OVC No. 1 Racers at Racer Arena.

Matta Barnard/The News

Murr ay State freshman middle blocker Lilli Z ban avoids junior setter Casandra Ersel to make the play during Tuesday's 3-0 defeat of the Skybawks.

Wood duck, teal seasons underway
All right, 1 promised myself bowhunting would not
be mentioned this week.
After all, talking about the same thing day in and
day out gets repetitive. not that any of this ever goes
on in a hunting camp.
1 shot a big doe this weekend - part of her is in my
dehydrator now, transforming into jerky. Other parts
are sliced into steaks and resting in my freezer until I
decide to slap them on the grill or in the skillet. I sure
do Jove that venison.
But I've got another critter on my mind this week.
Wood duck and teal season opens Wednesday, and
those little birds sure can make a hunter cuss. Their
beautiful plumage, pristine environment (old sloughs
and marshes filled with snakes and mosquitoes) and
fast flying ability sure do make them appealing as a
game bird.
I just got into serious duck hunting (with decoys,
boats, waders, the whole nine yards) last winter. I've
been sneaking up and jump shooting wood ducks
since I was old enough to carry a shotgun. Wood

OVC Football Standings
Samford
Tennessee State
Eastern Illinois
jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Murr!ly State
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
SEMO

Overall

ovc

2-0
2·1

0·0
0·0
0·0
0·0
0·0

1-1

1-1
1·2
1·2
1·2
1-2

o-o

0·0
0·0
0-0

0-3

-·

OVC Football Schedule

OVC Volleyball Standings

Sept. 20
Illinois State@ Eastern Ulinois,
1:30 p.m.
Termessee State vs. Florida A&M,
3p.m.
Samford @San Diego State, 4 p.m.
Jacksonville State@ Kansas, 6 p.m.
Indiana State@ Murray State,
6p.m.
SWMO @ SE.\.10, 6 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Wc:;tem
Illinois, 6:05 p.m.

<<<«'d#d'zd«

Oz rti

-

f'

Murray State
Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Samford
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tt>ch
SE.\10
Tennessee-Martin

•

Overall

ovc

3-4

},-()

6-2
7-3
6·4
5-4

0-0
0-0

3-7
3·7
3-7
2-5
1-10
1-11

Q,.O

0-0
0-0
0.:0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

ducks will return to the same roosting area every
evening, and they will fly out of it e.vcry morning.
This makes them a sure-fire bet to get some );hooting.
No decoys are needed - a hunter can just stand in
some bushes with a shotgun and take his two-bird
limit.
Teal are a different matter all together. While wood
ducks reside here in Western Kentucky, teal are
migrators. It has to get cold up north for us to see
many teal down here. so the season is hit-and-miss for
them. They readily work a decoy spread, though. and
the four-bird limit is a little more liberal, making them
lots of fun when they're here.
Kentucky and Barkley Jakes are good places to look
for wood ducks and teal alike. Both lakes have dozens
of little sluggish bays and feeder creeks, making perfect places for shooting wood ducks. Teal prefer a
slightly more open water setup, and the lakes offer
plenty of that too. Usually, lots of ~S hooting is
involved for just a few little birds, so I like to take my
20-gauge shotgun over my 12-gauge. Shooting this

OVC Volleyball Schedule
Sept.19
Tennessa> Tech @UNC Greensboro,
9a.m.
Eastern lllinois @Portland State,
noon
Jacksonville State@ Alabama, noon
Eastern Kentucky@ Miami (Fla.),
1 p.m.
Austin Peay vs. Western Kentucky,
4p.m.
Murray State vs. Western lllinois,
4:30p.m.

smaller gun just allows me to spend more time hunting. With the right load, such as a Winchester Drylok
3-inch magnum load of No. 4 steel , it does a good job
when I do my part.
With it being so wann, J like to slip a canoe into
backwater creeks and sloughs and ease down them
with a fishing rod and a shotgun. I' ll cast for bass,
which are feeding heavily now in preparation for winter, and shoot wood ducks as they rocket up off the
water. h really makes for a fun trip.
Wood duck and teal season gives waterfowlers the
chance to break out the calls and decoys and head to
the marsh for a few ducks. After all, waiting until
Thanksgiving to go duck hunting really isn't fun, and
it's nice to know you can go without getting frost-bitten. It also gives bowhunting fanatics like me a
chance to get away from the rigors of deer hunting for
a more rela1ted hunt.
Wi/1 Bramley is the hunting and fishing columnist for
''The Murray State News. "

OVC Soccer Standings
Samford
Murray State
SEMO
j,lcksonville State
Eastern Illinois
Tl:'nnesscc·Martin
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State

Overall

ovc

4· 1·2
3-1-2

0·0·0

3-1·2
3·2·0
3-2·1

0-0·0
0·0-0
0·0·0
0·0·0
0-0·0
0·0-0
0·0·0

3-2·1

3·3·0
2·3· 1
1-4·1

o-o-o

OVC Soccer Schedule
Sept. 19
Chattanooga @Morehead State, 4 p.m.
lPFW@ Murray State, 4 p.m.
Austin Peay @Indiana State, 4 p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ VanJcrbilt, 4 p.m.
Eastt'ffl lllinois@ Missouri, 7 p.m.
Jacksonville State@ South Alabama,
7p.m.
SepL20

Mercer @Samford, 7 p.m.
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Salukis upend Racers 32-7
MSU suffers second-consecutive nonconference loss,
will attempt to extend eight-game home winning streak Saturday
...

Opportunity for Racer Pride
outside of stadium
. I'veexists
These two girls hit the ball so hard.
got a wild hair this week. so I
J•

l

.. tl•"

~
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think I'll talk about something not pertaining to my usual ramblings.
;.-~
I am not going to harp on the perrt. " fonnance of the Racer football team as
! t they prepare to do battle with Indiana
State this weekend What I am going
~.
to ui~uss, however, is the actionpacked, intense pride and emotion
11
available to all of us courtesy of the
Murray State women's volleyball
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team.
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That'~ right, just a few nighl'> ago I
thoroughly enjoyed watching MSU's
li~t home game and conference opener against rival Tennessee-Martin. Our
women showed the fans and the
opposing Skyhawks how to play the
game of voUeybaJJ.
From the opening serve to the final
kill. it was obvious Head Coach Dave
Schwepkcr had his team prepared to
work hard and make some noise this
season throughout the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Although the team st.'hied its season
0-3 last weekend in a difficult tournament against the likes of Louisville,
Michigan and Texas A&M. the Racers
returned home with a great experience
against some extremely talented competition.
lL was evident Tuesday night our
squad was Uetennined to notch that
fir.\t victory and get the ball rolling on
what looks like a very promising 2003
campaign.
What do the fans have to look forward to this year from the women who
rule Racer Arena? Junior defensive
specialist Casandra Ersel is back and
ready to take charge. She clearly
showed team leadership. rallying the
troop:. to a 3-0 shutout against the Skyhawks.
Now. let me talk about power!
Sophomore middle hitt~ Abbi Gui
and Paige Sun .truly
charge in
killing the opP9sition with powerful
spikes and some magruficent digs.

ledp

I was hoping UT-Martin brought a
plastic surgeon to repair the damage
these girls were imposing by their
ma~ve spiking assault
Schwepker has assured me the fans
have a lot to be excited about this season. By my observation, the team
appears to be focused. well prepared
and capable of having a breakout season.
In my weekly sermon promoting
Racer Pride and fan support. I will
make you aware of a few of the great
things you can find at a Racer home
volleyball match.
Before you even take your ~t, I
encourage you to enjoy some of the
delicious. FREE popcorn following
your FREE admission into Racer
Arena. Once you have found a spot for
the action, beware of the flying miniature volleyballs as the Racers are introduced to hoards of screaming MSU
supporters. Not only can you enjoy a
free night of entertainment where OW'
girls will be sure to display true volleyball pizzazz. you also can get your
fill of free snacks, take home a souvenir and the pleasure of knowing you
have just witnessed the most tceent
Murray State volleyball massacre.
The action was so fierce throughout
Tuesday's match, I was seriously contemplating a purchase of those cute little shorts for myselfl All right, I am
only kidding. but you have to admit with a few trips to the tanning bed, I
would look quite ravishing.
Once again, I recommend all of you
get out and support our athletic teams
as the fall season is in full swing. Don't
forget to come out to the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot on Saturday afternoon and take a bite out of one of my
amazing Racer cheeseburgers!
As always. feel free to send a letter
to the editor or e-mail me personally a1
' patcladC@hOtmail.com with your
comments.

by Chris Jung

said. "We' ve had some great success
at home over the same period that
we've had some tough perfonnances
Coming off an inspiring effort on the road, and it really doesn't
against Division I-A Kentucky, Sat- make a whole lot of sense."
MSU's lone score and shining
urday's contest against Southern Illinois University was supposed to be a play came with 1:49 remaining in the
coming-out party of sorts for the fU"St half when the Racers' most conMurray State Racer football team (1- sistent duo of 2003, senior quarterback Stewart Childress and senior
2).
Playing an evenly matched oppo- wide receiver Deandre Green
nent, Saturday was supposed to be a hooked up for a four-yard touchchance for MSU to display its down reception. Green led all
smothering defense and improving receivers with 85 yards on eight
offense. It was supposed to be a receptions and leads the Racers for
statement game, one to put the Rac- the season with 16 catches, 227
ers in the right direction toward Ohio yards and two touchdowns.
The Racers will now lock horns
Valley Conference dominance.
with the Indiana State Sycamores in
But it wasn' t.
Instead, the Racers were dominat- MSU's final tune-up before begined in every sense of the word in Car- ning its OVC regular season schedbondale, Ill., and fell to the Salukis ule. The last time these two teams
32-7 in front of 10,000-plus fans at met, ISU defeated MSU 34-31 in
McAndrew Stadium. Despite poor overtime in Terre Haute, Ind.
Pannunzio said while revenge will
play between the lines by MSU,
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio accepted be a driving factor, he knows this
game's importance lies much deepresponsibility for the Joss.
"After looking at the film. I'm still er.
''We're going to sink or swim this
very disappointed with the way we
played," Pannunz.io said. "We didn't week," be said. "'1ris week will say
come out ready to play, and I have to a lot about our football team. We' ve
take the blame for that. We normally got to show some heart and emotion.
do a good job of getting our kids pre- I hope we have enough in us to prove
pared to play. but we didn't do a that wasn't our best team out there
good job last week. Of all my years last Saturday night.
"We're playing a good football
in coaching, that was the least
amount of emotion any team that team this week in Indiana State,"
I' ve been around has ever had, and Pannunzio said. "They played a very
respectable game against Indiana.
it's nobody else's fault but mine."
SIU struck fttSt with I 1:24 They've got a really good defensive
remaining in the first quarter when front, and they have an offense that
Tom Koutsos capped a six-play, 59- will really test us as weU. We have
yard drive with an eight-yard touch- our work cut out for us, but they're
down run. his fU"St of two on the day. not the enemy this week. We are the
Another six-play drive in the second enemy, and we've got to do things
quarter led to another touchdown run better, regardless of who we're playfor sru. increasing the lead to 14-0. ing."
The Sycamores lead the all-time
Following a safety in the end zone,
the Salukis took a I 6-0 advantage series 3-2, but the Racers are undefeated playing ISU at home and also
and never looked back.
SW continued its ground domi- sport an eight-game winning streak
nance in 2003, gaining 245 rushing at inside the confines of Roy Stewart
yards on 54 carries. 1be Racers mus- Stadium. Kickoff for is scheduled
for 6 p.m. ~ and MSU will
tered a mere 81 yards.
"I don't really know why we've include ttie game in its Family
had trouble on the road," Pannunzio Weekend lineup.
Sports Editor

Kyser Lough/The News

Murray State senior quarterback Stewart ChUdress takes some
warm-up throws prior to Saturday's 32-7 loss to Southern Illinois. Childress completed 14-of-19 attempt! ilr 123 passing yards
and a touchdown In the lotiDg effort. Childras and company wiD
try to tum ddngs-arouad Saturday' aptilst Indiana State, the
Racers' fmal game before beginning the 2003 OVC schedule.
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The brothers of AXA wish to welcome and
congratulate the Fall 2003 associate class!
p
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Landon Barrow
Brandon Burchett
Jesse Collins
Hombre Dennis
Jonathan Duncan
Brandon Elkins
Stephen Gallimore
Clint G riggs
Ryne Haynie
Chris Henderson
Ryan Houston
Phil Jones
Tim Kane
Sean Knipp
Randall Kunkel

Ma reus little
Paul .Mills
M ichael Moss
Brian Rothe
John Parsons
Ryan Peabody
Bobby Potts
Brink Shinn
Mitchell Thomas

..................................................~
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Women's soccer ties twice at Skyhawk Invitational
and the injuries we have had have mainly been on
our defensive side."
The Racers started off the tournament fast
againstArkansas-IJttle Rock with a goal by freshman Lacey Latimer, her third of the season, raising the score 1.0 within the fourth minute of the

by Nathan Clinkeobeard
Staff Writer
The women' s soccer team continued its 2003
season with a pair of tie games against the University of Arkansas at Uttle Rock on Sept 12 and
Southeastern Louisiana University oo Sunday at
the Skyhawk Invitational, hosted by Tennessee-

game.

Martin.

The Trojans stonned back with t.hree first-half
goals after the first goal by Murray State leading

MSU Head Coach Mike Minielli said he was
plea'1ed with the team's effort this weekend even
though the Racers have played all season with
injuries.
''We played pretty weJJ this weekend, even
though we have been saddled with injuries and
have had a flu bug going around the team,"
Minielli said. "We were real good offensively,

3-1 by halftime.
Despite the deficit going into the second half,
the Racer team fought back with a goal off a free
kick from junior f<XWard Tberesa Reedy in the
59th minute and cut Arkansas-Uttle Rock's lead
to3-2.
Five minutes later, junior forward Jackie
Thomas tied the game with her fourth goal of the

goal from senior forward Michelle Fedor on an
assist from junior Kristin Robertson in the 41st
minute. The goal sent the women into halftime
with a 2..0 lead.
In the second half, the Lady Uoos took control
of the game with a quick goal by Alexis Tramacchi on a free Ieick in the 50th minute, cutting the
lead in half2-l.
In the 76th minute. Southeastern Louisiana finished its comeback with a rebound goal off another free kick.
The score stayed at 2-2 the rest of the second
half and the two overtime periods, giving the
Racer team its second tie in t.hree days and movl
ing its record to 3-1-2.
Freshman goalkeeper Annie Fortier played the
entire game for Munay State and stopped nine of

season.
The scoring ended with Thomas' gOal, giving
the Racers a hard-fought 3·3 tie.
"OUr team really showed a lot of heart to tie the
game against Arkansas-Little Rock." Thoma<>
said. "We oould have just given up, but we fought
back hard to get the tie."
Two days later, the team took on the Southeastern Louisiana Lady Lions for its final game at
the Skyhawk Invitational.
Once again, the women came out of the gate
charging in the seventh minute with another early
goal. Reedy tallied her second goal of the weekend and her third of the
to put the MSU up
early 1.0.
With the second half winding down, the Racers
increased their Lead over the Lady Lions with a

season

11 shots faced.
Fortier and the Racers ended Southeastern
Louisiana's perfect record coming into the match.
Given the injuries to the women's soccer team,
Minidli said he has been fielding a young team
for the beginning of the season.
Minielli said he feels the younger playeB have
perfanncd well and are a big contribution to the
team's success at the beginning of the season.
'"Three starters that are critical to the team are
out, and we are expecting to get them back at
some point during the season." Minielli said. ''We
are having to play a lot of younger players, but
they are playing really well."
The Racer team's next game is at4 p.m. Friday
against Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne at Cutchin
Field. Admission is free for all fans.

Swinging into action: Men's golf prepares for new season
by Jake Lowary
Staff Writer
One of the newest members of the
Murray State men's golf team led the
Racers to a fourth-place finish Tuesday
in only his second collegiate-level tournament
Freshman Michael Craft posted an
even-par 72 at the Gulf Coast Collegiate Classic in Bay St. Louis, Miss., to
help the Racers to their first top 10 finish of lhe season. He walked away with
a seventh-place score of 74-72- 146,

just six shots behind the first-place
total
Sophomores Jamie Frazier and Kyle
Shirley fired respective scores of 150
and 153, both good enough to land
them in the top 20 individually. The
Racers totaled a score of603, 17 shots
behind Tennessee State' s overall team

score.
This was the second event on the
Racers' schedule, following the Dr.
Morton B. Harris Intercollegiate Tournament hosted by Southeast Missouri
on Sept. 8 and 9 in Cape Girardeau,

Mo. There, the Racers failed to make
the top 10, but finished 11th out of 16
teams in the evenL
Overall, M SU sports a hectic season
schedule which wiU last through the
end of April Only one event, scheduled
in the final month of the season, will be
held at Miller Golf Course, MSlfs
home course.
Despite the competitive effort put
forth on the road by the men's squad,
some players said they would prefer
more home events.
"It does Jcirid of wear on you always
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488-4875. www~
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good oondition. $75 or bc5t dfer. Buyer
must pick up. 759-3525.
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U1binet inp i IXli'K.itbl. $75. 753-1176
BUilDINGSfOlE BARN 3()(5()x10'
$4.695.00 irrl.d5 ~ hN:Iicn, slicB,
ll*UI rreal, i&!d.fM!y, 937-716-14n.
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ATHEISTS, AGNOSTICS, FREE·
THI NK ERS,
H UMANISTS!
•loin our local internet forum:
http://groups.yaho o.com/group/
murrayatheistsl
PROFfSSIONAL BASEBAll lns1rUclion

H ELP WANTED
OtBlOI(H Htw STEAk HOUSE look-

ing for eqJe~ieuced servers. b.1111!n1b,
and !Jill rook. Call 270-43&.5566. Ask
for Patty. Q ll Tues. - Sal 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
$25<Yday potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 164
tuN UP TO $20 PER HOUR. maybe
more by being a server at PaHi's 1880's
Settlement in Grand Rivers, KY. lmrnedidte positions available b- full and
part time. lust simply oome by and
pick up an application at the hostess
podium. For more information call
270-362-8844
SIQtA ALPHA LAMBDA. national..
leadership & honors organization Is
seelcing molivall!d students ~ bring a
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New Manager Program. Deoor, Gifls,

having to make long trips," freshman
Kyle Landrum said.
The Racers will travel to the likes of
Florida, Alabama and Georgia, and are
scheduled to have a five-month break
from Oct. 28 until early March.
Some players said the long break
should not negatively affect their game,
however.
••J think the break helps." Shirley
said. "Last year I think it helped my
game. My scoring average improved
one stroke over the break."
The team may have high hopes fol-
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meadows & trees. AlMs national forest on 3S,<XX> acre recreational lake in
TENN. Paved roads, wall'r, sewer,
more. Excellent financing. Call now 1800-704-3154 ext 490.
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REAL EST A TE

BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY!
AUcnON BU_!U(ESVIUE. KY., 2SO ;- Cfu~· with 100s cJ students on the
Acres in 4 tracts. UnsulpaSSed detr largest and wildest student party
and tutkey hunting. 9 miles fiom Dale crube! Spend 5 days in the Bahamas
Hollow Lake. ~ 30,2003• 270- 734- from $279l lncludes most meals, free
6053. Joe Bryant, ,A.udioneer.
parties, port taxes! Ethics award-wiolAJCE BARGAIN $24,900. Free oovning oompany! www.springbreaktravcl.com 1-800-678-6386.
erect boat slip! Gently sloping lake

lowing its third-place finish in last season's Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, and Landrum said the team has a
simple motto for winning.
"If we play well and work hard, we
should do weU," be said.
Two new schools, Jack.~ville State
and Samford, were added to the OVC
this year, bringing diversity and
strength to the conference.
Shirley said the Racers team thinks
the new additions will add tough competition to the schedule.
"The OVC got stronger with the two

!tits Clft1IW . . .
Cal for pip ........ lnionra~ 1..0 648-4849 Off

'-""~'-u'ro· ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
JAMAICA! 7 nights from S459 + tax!
Includes breakfasts, di~, 20-50
hoots free drinks! GuaranteE'd lowest
prices and best party schedule. The
only spring break company recognized for oustJnding ethics! Visit the
BEST spring break site on the web view 100s of hole! videos and reviews
at www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED! Be a campus rep for the only Spring Break
Company recognized for ouhtanding ethics! [arn free trips & CASH!
www .spri ngbreaktra ve l.c om
1-800-678 -6386
PANAMA CITY BEAOI. S.mdplpcrBeacon Beach Resort. From $39 1·2
pm or arrive SuJ.V.OO.-FRlE night.
Restriclions. Pools, river ride, Jacuni,
tiki bar. 800-488-8828 www.~and~i~be<~con.
,....
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY QUB, Georgetown, KY.
Golf Digest Voted usBest in S!<lte, 19!
)oln us for your next round or Outing!
Call 502-570.9849.
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BlJSINE~S OPPO~TL~~ITIE~

ONLINE DISPLAY
ADVERTISING

$25/Week
ANNOU~ CE ME N TS
CONGRATULATIONS RYAN & JON
on~l..an'tiiiOli~·~

MURRAY STATE NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS WORK!

Classifi.eds deadline:
3 p.m. Wednesday

SPRING BREAK 2004, TriM!! ~th STS,
Ameria's #1 StudentTow Operator to
Bahamas

Looking for a job, a c~, or a wcacion destination?

Find it in the classifieds!

11

The Big Cow!

753-0440
Order To Go/
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10% OffWith
Student I.D.

·--------------------·

Murray State University Statement of Noh-Discrlmlnatlon
Students, parents, employers, and the general public are hereby notified that Murray State University
does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, marital status, age, or disability
in employment or the provision of services, educational programs and activities, and provides, upon request,
reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford individuals with disabili·
ties an equal opportunity to participate in all programs and activities.
Programs available include: Advertising; Accounting; Business Administration; Computer Information
Systems; Computer Science; Economics; Electronic Media; Finance; International Business; Journalism;
Management; Marketing; Organizational Communication; Public Relations; Telecommunications Systems
Management; Office Systems; Career and Technical Education; Elementary Education; Health and Physical
Education; Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education; Learning Behavior Disorders; Middle School
Education; Child Development; Vocational Technical Education; Communication Disorders; Criminal
Justice; Exercise Science/Athletic Training; Exercise Science/Wellness; Nursing; Nutrition, Dietetics and Food
Management; Occupational Safety and Health; Recreation and Leisure Services; Social Wor1<; Art; Art
Education; Creative Writing and Literature; English; English Education; French; German; International Affairs;
History; Liberal Arts; Music; Music Educatiof!; Music Performance; Philosophy; Political Science; Psychology;
Public Administration; Sociology, Spanish; Theatre; Applied Physics; Biology; Chemistry; Civil Engineering
Technology; Electrical & Telecommunications Engineering; Electromechanical Engineering Technology;
Engineering Physics; Environmental Engineering Technology; Geology; Geosciences; Graphic
Communications Management; Industrial Technology and Design; Mathematics; Medical Technology;
Physics; Wildlife and Conservation Biology; Drafting and Design Technology; Graphic Communications
Technology; Industrial Technology; Mechanical Engineering Technology; Agricultural Science; Animal
Technology; Agricultural Science and Technology.
Minimum unconditional admission criteria include, but are not limited to the following: For undergraduates: an accredited high school diploma or GED, ACT minimum of 18, high school class rank minimum of
upper half; and a pre-college curnculum; for transfers: a minimum cumulative GPA of a 2.00 on a 4.00 scale;
for graduate students: a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college, a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.75
on a 4.00 scale, and a minimum combined GRE score of 800. International students must have a minimum
TOEFL of 500, with a higher minimum required for some graduate programs.
For additional information please contact: Annazette Fields, Director of Equal Opportunity; Section
504, ADA Coordinator, Office of Equal Opportunity, 103 Wells Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 420713318, (270) 762-3155(Voice); (270) 762-3361 (TOO).
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Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

Tunnfng & S torage R ental

10% dlsc:oont off tanniNI Paelwles. swlmwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

New Purses and baas bY~
,..--~
-..

Mon. -'lbCn.
8

812 Whltnell Drive

a.m.- 10 P.m.

A1. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
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Call 762-4478
for more details/

A drunk driver ruined something
precious. Amber Apodaca.

Hours

641 South
Belair Shopping Center
Mu rray, KY

In house production
at no charge.

Mt_lltral·~
~~btate
news

.

Classified advertistna fs a great way to buy and sell, publicize an upcoming event or to send a message to that special someone. Dis~ the power of classifieds.
$2 for the first 20 words. • 2~ for each additional word • Classlfieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when the ad is placed.

A.K.A.

oew schools being added to the conference," he said.
Some members of the men's team
got an early start and extra practice in
July at the Irvin Cobb Amateur Championships.
There, Craft took the top spot in the
tournament after a final-round score of
65. Other participating Racers were
Frazier and sophomore Will Cox. FraZier tied for 11th. and Cox placed 22nd.
1be team's next competition is on
Sept ~6- 27 at the Eastern Kentucky
University Fall Classic in Richmond.
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753-3333
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New £ife ehristian Bookstore
j'vf.SIA Students - 1a.fl Celebration
20% off any 1 full price item in store.

.Cimit 1 coupon per customer.
Expires Oct. 15th
(bring in coupon)
e
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753 -1622
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- - - - . www.newlife-bookstore.tom• - - - -
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--------- Sunset Boulevard
--------·
Music
[oupon

#7 D ixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: M on-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-0113

I
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Ju•t 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•

Off Any l\lew
Compact Dl!lc 0

·---------
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Alp~ Sigma Alpha ...........................Sept. 22-27
,Alp'ba t\lllta Pi............................Sept. ~ 4

AlpJMriiumna n,ata.........•........$ept ~ 4

Alpha·ODdcn.fL.........~.....~ ~

omep n .......,"'...................;.sept. ~
Sigma SlaMa: S'-" ............................,,.Oct. 6-U
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